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Bacteria diversify
 
nfectious bacteria often grow in their hosts as biofilms. Blaise
Boles, Matthew Thoendel, and Pradeep Singh (University of
Iowa, Iowa City, IA) now report that growth in biofilms causes
 
Pseudomonas aeruginosa
 
 bacteria to diversify. The resultant
diverse populations are probably more able to cope with changing
environmental conditions, providing a bacterial correlate of the
resistance of diverse forest ecosystems.
Earlier workers recognized that these bacteria, when isolated
from their human hosts, show a remarkable degree of diversification.
Singh’s group noted a similar diversity of colony morphology after a
brief in vitro passage through biofilm conditions. After ruling out
contamination, the team observed that diversity extended to bacterial
nutrient requirements, swimming abilities, and production levels of a
protective pigment. Biofilms grown from small flat colonies were
better at dispersing their progeny and biofilms grown from tall,
wrinkly colonies could better resist antimicrobial treatments.
The diversification was dependent on RecA activity. RecA
may be required if biofilm conditions induce a stress response and
thus DNA damage; error-prone repair could then be a source of
mutation. Alternatively, the super-dense, encased conditions of a
biofilm may induce a specialized RecA-dependent recombination
as a programmed response to provide greater diversity.
“It’s intriguing to speculate that group living initiates a
program to produce diversification,” says Singh. “However, at
the moment we don’t have any evidence for that.” He must first
confirm that growth in a biofilm results in higher rates of mutation
rather than just increased selection pressure. If confirmed, the
programming idea could intensify the debate over one view of
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After growth in a biofilm, bacteria adopt varied phenotypes.
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ndocytic cargos are ensheathed in
a clathrin coat—a complicated
woven lattice that looks like it
could never be pried apart. Yet uncoating
occurs soon after vesicles are released from
the plasma membrane, thanks to Hsc70 and
its cochaperone auxilin. New structures of
the clathrin coat with and without auxilin
reveal a possible latch that might spring
open to release the clathrin lock.
The structures come from Alexander
Fotin, Tomas Kirchhausen, Stephen Harri-
son, Thomas Walz (Harvard Medical
School, Boston, MA), and colleagues. Exist-
ing electron micrograph (EM) structures
were “unsatisfying,” says Kirchhausen,
because “you couldn’t see the contacts.” The
Boston team selected the best of their EM
images of purified clathrin cages, clustered
the images by orientation, and removed
error-prone, distorted structures. After fitting
the computer-generated structure with
existing X-ray structures of short segments
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evolution—where mutation rates are generally fixed and
selection is the only driving force.
In the human host, an ecologically diverse community
of bacteria may do better, because in any new environ-
ment there will be at least some subpopulation that thrives.
Singh will test this idea by infecting animals with bacteria
lacking RecA. If RecA
 
 
 
 bacteria adapt less readily, then
attacking the diversification process may be one way to
target persistent infections. 
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of clathrin, the result was a resolution
improvement from 21 to 7.9 Å.
Each clathrin trimer is a three-legged
construction joined at a single hip, or vertex.
The three legs sprawl out leaving knees at
three adjacent vertices and ankles at three
more distant vertices. Any given vertex
Clathrin comes apart when auxilin (left inset, 
red) targets the tripod (blue, right inset).
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therefore has a hip and, from other neigh-
boring trimers, three knees and three ankles.
The new structure reveals a tripod
of short rods that reaches down from the
hip to lock the triangular barrel of three
neighbors’ ankles in place. The auxilin is
positioned right near this crucial contact,
and distorts the ankles in a way that
should help to undo the tripod’s latch,
perhaps exposing the ends of the tripod’s
barrels. In the cell Hsc70 might grab onto
these newly exposed barrels and thus keep
them from reattaching to the ankles.
Confirmation of this model will
require structures that include Hsc70, and
visualization of the uncoating process
itself. Uncoating is a rapid, catastrophic
event, but Kirchhausen believes that new,
fast, live-imaging setups may be able to
capture it. 
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